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A Private Country House
Sunday afternoon, 17 July

Nestling in a beautiful wooded valley this mellow stone 
Jacobean house radiated the warm welcome that we were 
about to receive. The courtyard plan house was 
completed by 1623 having taken some 20 years to build. 
The outer entrance with its rusticated round-headed 
archway is flanked by doric pilasters; the inner courtyard 
entrance to the hall has a two storey porch with a round 
headed arch and ionic columns. The original studded 
plank door survives.

The early 17th century piasterwork is a delight. The 
white ceilings have a large-scale fret design of plain 
interlocking single ribs encompassing ornate flower sprays 
and roundels, the pendants having carved leaf patterns. 
These features are developments of the Elizabethan style. 
The hearths were the principal sources of heat and light 
and the focal points of the house, and as such were the 
natural places for exuberant piasterwork decoration. The 
main chamber fireplace has a bare-breasted caryatid on 
either side, smiling, even though bound by straps - the type 
of design that was copied from Flemish pattern books. The 
chimneypiece has half-length figures, in high relief, of 
soldiers in classical armour on either side of a shell design 
aedicule. This ornamentation dominates the room.

The staircases are fascinating. The main one is original 
and dates from around 1620. It is dog-legged, has closed 
strings and is of oak. The square section newels have 
reeding carved on two sides and large, square, vase-shaped 
finials, each surmounted by a later turned finial. The large 
balusters have rising taper-turning with two large, low 
rings. The heavy section handrail and the strings are 
moulded. The staircase rising from the hall is of two 
designs. The upper part has moulded closed strings, a 
large-section moulded handrail, and large mirror-image, 
taper-turned balusters with a central ring and two outer 
rings. On furniture, mirror-image turning does not 
generally appear until around 1650, but this original upper 
staircase must also date from when the house was built. 
The lower part of the staircase is of a more elegant design. 
It also is of oak but has an open string, and slim twist and 
ball-turned balusters, a style typical of the post-restoration 
period and continued on into the early 18th century. The 
slim newel is incongruous in that it has a flat spiral band 
and carved petal and boss decoration, suggesting it may be 
a 19th century replacement, perhaps due to breakage. The 
ramped handrail is deeply moulded and at its start has a 
tightly wound spiral identified by Polly as a signature 
feature of the Bastards of Blandford.

The Bastards were a large family firm of architects, 
builders, joiners and cabinet makers based in Blandford 
Forum from 1680 to 1770. It is possible that many



improvements were made to the house in the early 18th 
century and that the Bastards did much of the work. This 
would include the new hall staircase, panelling in the 
chambers, and furniture. A large glazed oak standing 
bookcase with oak cross-banding, an arch top door, H-hinges 
and heavy ovolo shaped glazing bars, stands, unusually, on a 
half landing, and was probably from their workshops.

Further improvements were made in 1873. The 
courtyard was roofed over and its walls were clad with 

panelling. A fireplace was installed, together with a 
massive wooden overmantel, and an internal balcony built. 
The style is a mixture of renaissance and baroque. Carved 
panelling was added to the lower part of the main staircase 
walls, possibly covering a painted silhouette of the 
balusters that is thought to have existed.

We are much indebted to the owner for allowing us the 
freedom to explore this wonderful building.

Ian Phillips


